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Well, here we go again. As we get our ducks in a row 
for the upcoming semester, we sit back and try to 
determine how we can prepare our new group of 
students better than we did our previous groups. We 
look through our old files to see what we can use and 
what needs thrown away, and we scour through all of 
the new things out there to see what we can 
implement—and is mandated to be implemented—into 
our courses this year. We check on last year‘s graduates 
to see where they all found teaching positions (a tough 
year to be doing that, no doubt), and we check this 
year‘s students to make sure they have met all of the 
requirements needed to attempt to complete their 
program during the coming year. It‘s a joyous time to be 
mathematics educators, isn‘t it? You have to love it! 
     I sure hope you all enjoyed your summer break. 
Maybe you taught a few classes to earn some extra 
money. Maybe you started (and hopefully finished) a 
home-improvement project. Maybe you attended a 
workshop, conference, or class in order to tweak your 
skills or improve in some area. Maybe you learned a 
new skill you always wanted to learn or took a vacation 
you always wanted to take. Maybe you simply sat by the 
pool and tried not to think about math (which is nearly 
impossible, what, with all the calculating of volume, 
time it would take for the water to drain from a small 
hole, the right amount of chemicals to use, what SPF 40 
really means…the possibilities are endless!). But 
whatever you did, I encourage you to consider how that 
helped to make you a better person and a mathematics 
educator. I believe that one of the ways we can become 
better people—and subsequently, teachers—is to find 
out how we can use our past and present circumstances 
to improve our future. 
     If you are reading this and you missed our May 
Symposium, you missed a good one. We had some great 
speakers, wonderful facilitators, delicious food, and 
fantastic conversations. It was a real group effort to put 
on such a good conference. Thanks to all who helped 
out in even the smallest of ways. Be sure to plan to  
attend next year‘s symposium and to offer your 
assistance to help plan it to make it even better. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     I know that many of our members have been 
working hard this summer on the planning of the 60

th
 

PCTM Conference to be held at the Penn Stater in State 
College. Judy Werner is this year‘s General 
Chairperson, Mary Ann Matras is the Program 
Chairperson, Mary Lou Metz is the Registration 
Chairperson (with Nina Girard helping), Mike Long is 
the Exhibits Chairperson, Jason Silverman is in charge 
of the webpage, Rose Zbiek is helping with Meals and 
Banquet, Fran Arbaugh is working with Student Hosts, 
and Kim Johnson is working on Advertising. In addition 
to this, Mike Long, Jim Preston, Janet White, Lynn 
Columba, and I will be working on the Preservice 
Teacher Day, while Debbie Gochenaur will be working 
on the Early Career Teacher Day. Once again, PAMTE 
has a good representation with working on this 
conference.  
     Both the Preservice Teacher Day (PSTD) and the 
Early Career Teacher Day (ECTD) are great places for 
PAMTE members to perform a great service to their 
students and recent graduates. I encourage you to bring 
your students to—and help out at—PSTD, and I 
encourage you to contact your recent graduates and tell 
them about the ECTD. Both special days promise to be 
big hits! More information about the PCTM conference 
and these special days can be found at www.pctm2.org.  
     PAMTE will only be having a Board Meeting at the 
PCTM conference this year. Times needed to be 
shuffled around a bit to accommodate some other things 
at PCTM, and the only time available for us was Friday 
morning before sessions begin. Therefore, there will not 
be time for a special session for our members this year.  
     The profession of education seems like it has been 
crazy this past year, at least for me. Not only have we 
dealt with several attacks from different factions, but we 
are also dealing with several new ―big‖ issues such as 
the Common Core State Standards, the Keystone 
Exams, and the Standards Aligned System website. I 
feel as if I spend so much of my time defending what 
we do and trying to keep up with everything, when what 
I really want to be doing is spending time with my 
students. And that is my wish for all of you during the 
beginning of this semester. That you would find the 
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time and energy to pour everything you have into a new 
group of student, helping them to reach their goals and 
achieve their dreams! 
     As always, it is prudent to thank Mary Lou Metz for 
putting together this wonderful newsletter. She always 
does such a wonderful job with the layout and is always 
very professional in the way she approaches this 
responsibility. It is hardworking members like her that 
make our organization such a great one. Please read the 
submissions with interest, consider contributing 
something next time, and send Mary Lou a short email 
thanking her for her work.  
     As I serve my final year as your President, I will do 
my best to continue in the great traditions that PAMTE 
has come to expect and to help guide us into the future. 
If there is anything that you need from me in this 
capacity, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
swillia6@lhup.edu. I will do my best to address the 
issue. 

                     ~   Steve Williams, PAMTE President 

 
How We Reason is the compilation of author Philip 
Johnson-Laird‘s lifelong investigation of thinking and 
reasoning.  The work, which draws on computational 
modeling and experimental psychology, extends to 
many facets of human reasoning:  including intuition, 
emotion, psychological illness, and historical cases of 
expert reasoning in technology, logic and science. 
Johnson-Laird, the Stuart Professor of Psychology at 
Princeton University, defines ―reasoning‖ (he uses the 
term ―inference‖ synonymously) as a ―set of processes 
that construct and evaluate implications among sets of 
propositions‖ (p. 3). The book‘s introduction invites the 
reader to consider the four probable ways in which we 
might reason: from memory, formal rules, content-
specific rules, or models of possibilities.  The remaining 
27 chapters make a compelling case for the final of the 
four ways. The reader is guided through the 
development of a theoretical framework for, and 

applications of, understanding reasoning as the process 
of constructing mental models of possibilities.  
Reasoning, Johnson-Laird argues, is always founded on 
sets of possibilities. When we reason, we employ mental 
models that represent what is true in possible states of 
affairs of relevance to ourselves.  It follows, naturally, 
that reasoning is clear-cut when we have just one 
possibility to consider.  However, when we must follow 
the consequences of multiple possibilities, reasoning 
becomes increasingly more difficult—requiring more 
time and resulting more frequently in error. Flawed 
conclusions are actually compatible with the 
possibilities; but only some of them. To err, then, is to 
overlook possibilities.  Thinking and keeping track of 
all relevant possibilities is the crux of reasoning.   
     Here, though, is where the model-theory gets 
interesting. Forming complete models, those that 
represent both what is true and false about a possibility, 
is more often than not intractable. Mental models, it 
seems, may be the mind‘s way of coping with limited 
storage in working memory. They represent what is 
true, but not what is false, thus having the advantage of 
consuming less space.  When falsity matters, however, 
illusory inferences result from mental models.  This 
fundamental assumption of the model theory, what 
Johnson-Laird calls the ―principle of truth,‖ sets the 
stage for intriguing discussions on deductive and 
inductive reasoning. Particularly noteworthy is the 
theory‘s rejection of reasoning as a strictly logical 
process.  Instead, Johnson-Laird introduces the concept 
of ―modulation‖—our use of knowledge about meaning, 
reference, or the world to affect our interpretation of 
connectives or quantifiers. Knowledge has the effect of 
blocking the construction of a model of a possibility or 
introducing additional information into a model, thereby 
making it a complete model. Johnson-Laird argues, 
―The ubiquity of the introduction of knowledge into 
models means that many, if not most, inferences in life 
are inductive‖ (p. 173).    
     It is worth considering how Johnson-Laird‘s insights 
bear significance on mathematics education.  We might 
presume mathematical reasoning as a counterexample to 
the theory.  Johnson-Laird, though, cuts us off at the 
pass noting that the discipline demands much more than 
just deduction (see p. 172).  He is, of course, not the 
first to point out the role of induction in mathematical 
creativity.  It is, however, an opportunity to seriously 
reflect on how we teach mathematics.  Just today, I was 
discussing with a friend her experiences in high school 
geometry. She is presently finishing a Ph.D. in 
architectural history, so she is clearly an accomplished 
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learner.  However, in 9
th

 grade when she struggled with 
2-column proofs she paid a visit to her teacher for help 
after school. She has a searing memory of the teacher 
saying, ―Don‘t worry, you are not yet intellectually 
mature enough to do this.  But in a few years it will be 
easy.‖  I know that all of my colleagues are aghast from 
reading the teacher‘s response, as was I.  The point, 
however, is this:  In proof, and in other areas, we so 
often present a cleaned-up, neat and tidy, final deductive 
form of mathematics. We omit revealing to students and 
giving them time to experience the aspects that are 
messy and grueling:  the guess-and-check, trial and 
error, and laborious search for additional knowledge.  I 
suspect that many of you, like me, were drawn to the 
discipline by the beauty of its logical form. But in 
emphasizing the end result, we risk representing what it 
truly means to reason mathematically.  Moreover, it 
seems that we may be terribly remiss in not playing to 
what are the naturally inductive strengths of the human 
mind.  
     Thinking and reasoning are trademarks of the 
educational enterprise.  Yet, as Johnson-Laird observes, 
the research ―has yet to reach those outside a narrow 
band of professional researchers in cognitive science‖ 
(p. v).   Indeed, in my personal experience, teacher 
preparation and even graduate education programs 
devote, surprisingly, very little time to scientific 
considerations of thinking and reasoning.  Imagine, 
though, the transformations possible in curriculum, 
instruction, and ultimately learning if educators truly 
understood these processes.  With all due respect to our 
20

th
 century friends Jean Piaget and Benjamin Bloom, 

we have entered a new era and we have a professional 
responsibility to revise teacher education accordingly. 
Only time will tell if the model-theory is revolutionary 
in nature.  In the meantime, we might do well to 
consider what it has to offer in our own contexts.    
The teacher educator may feel slightly out of his or her 
comfort zone when reading this book as it is not ―ed-y‖ 
in nature.  That, however, may be part of its appeal.  
The book draws from discussions in cognitive science, 
philosophy of knowledge, artificial intelligence, and 
logic.  Frequent flipping back to the glossary and over 
60 pages of footnotes proved helpful for explanations of 
unfamiliar technical aspects and operational definitions.  
Be aware, this is an active read.  From beginning to end, 
the reader is invited to make judgments, consider 
diagrams and solve problems in order to follow the 
author‘s argument. The mathematics teacher educator 
will especially enjoy the chance to flex his or her logical 

muscles, working through a host of exercises that 
permeate the book. 
     Having just spent six paragraphs of valuable 
newsletter space endorsing How We Reason for the 
mathematics teacher educator audience, I must conclude 
the review honestly, albeit with a bit of levity.  To read 
the book cover to cover required me to make an ILL 
request not once, not twice, not thrice, but four times. 
Moreover, I am certain that I would benefit from a 
second thorough read.   If your life/position does not 
afford you, despite your best intentions, large portions 
of time for focused academic reading, may I suggest 
you purchase a used copy and be forgiving of yourself if 
you can only read a chapter here and a chapter there? 
Whether you read this book in a purposefully academic 
or leisurely way, the ideas will no doubt begin to 
percolate in your mind. I suspect you will be 
delightfully surprised at how the book‘s content 
infiltrates your own thinking on human reasoning.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

SAVE THE DATE 
Oct. 20-21 NCTM Regional Conference 
  Atlantic City, NJ 

Nov. 10-11 PCTM Annual Conference 
  State College, PA 
 

Nov. 10 Pre-Service Teacher Day 
  State College, PA 
 

Nov. 11 PAMTE Business Meeting 
  State College, PA 
 

Nov. 11 Early Career Teacher Day 
  State College, PA 
 

 

Feb. 9-11, AMTE Annual Conference 

2012  Fort Worth, TX 
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PAMTE members have a wonderful opportunity to be 
engaged in a cutting-edge process concerning the 
NCTM publication Making It Happen and the Common 
Core State Standards. Rose Zbiek has been in contact 
with Mike Shaughnessy (current President of NCTM) 
and has recommended to him that PAMTE members be 
contributors to this all-important project. And Mike 
thought it was a good idea! 
     For those who may not know, NCTM‘s Making It 
Happen is ―a tool for clarifying policy and shaping 
instruction‖ (p. 1 of the document) concerning the 
CCSSM. It aims to ―identify and highlight the ways in 
which NCTM resources can support teachers as they 
implement and supplement CCSSM in their states‖ (p. 1 
of the document).  Although part of Making It Happen 
is a paper document, the larger resource is an online 
product (available at  
http://www.nctm.org/standards/content.aspx?id=27524). 
     In particular, Appendix C of Making It Happen is a 
dynamic database for classroom teachers that connects 
CCSSM directly to NCTM materials that support 
achieving the CCSSM goals well. If you haven‘t read 
the document, the appendix simply lists the 
Domains/Clusters from the CCSSM along with notes or 
links to specific activities or information found in 
NCTM resources such as Illuminations, Navigations, 
one of the journals, or any other NCTM publication. 
This is done at all levels, prekindergarten–grade 12. It 
really looks like a great resource, as teachers navigate 
their way through the CCSSM in the years to come. 
Prospective teachers, and we as teacher educators, could 
also benefit from it. 
     It is regarding this appendix that Rose has suggested 
that PAMTE members contribute. The charts need 
expanded and it will take more than one person to do it. 
It is a simple matter of aligning resources that we (and 
our students) already use in our courses to the CCSSM, 
via one-line sentences. This is something that will help 
us to understand the CCSSM better and to put our 
expertise to good use outside of our classrooms. 
     Rose has some ideas of how this can be done in an 
efficient manner that will share the work and credit 
among teams without burdening any one person. 
Contributors at all grade levels will be needed. At this 
stage, we are seeking individuals who think they might 
enjoy working on this project. If that is you, contact 
Steve Williams at swillia6@lhup.edu by September 15

th
. 

He will gather the names and then discuss with Rose the 
next steps in the process. NCTM‘s goal is to have the 
first new entries go live later this semester. 
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We Can Still Learn by Listening to Our Past 

Students as New Teachers  

by Steve Williams, Lock Haven University 

 
I always try to listen to teachers in the Field. Whether it 
is listening to the cooperating teachers with whom I 
work, workshop/conference presentation attendees, 
student-teachers, or just friends who are teachers, I want 
to know what is going on out there and how I can 
prepare my preservice teachers to be more prepared for 
the classroom. This goal of ―better preparation for 
current preservice teachers‖ that I desire comes in the 
form of developing general skills as well as 
mathematical ones. And while veteran teachers are such 
a great resource for this, I sometimes forget that we can 
learn a lot from a critically-thinking first-year teacher 
who is looking at things from a fresh perspective.  
     On May 2

nd
 of this year, I received an email from 

one of my 2010 graduates. Her question concerned 
horizontal asymptotes. She gave me her textbook‘s 
―procedure to find a horizontal asymptote‖ and was 
confused as to how some of the examples in the 
textbook could possibly ―cross‖ the horizontal 
asymptote. The problem, as I saw it, was due to the fact 
that the authors of the textbook put so much effort in 
explaining the procedure that it neglected the concept. 
Of course, horizontal asymptotes arise from functions 
approaching finite values as the independent variable 
approaches infinity or negative infinity. Therefore, 
crossing a horizontal asymptote is irrelevant interior to 
these extremes. However, the textbook didn‘t stress this 
concept, rather, it only concerned students (and 
teachers) with how to find a horizontal asymptote.  
     Unfortunately, this new teacher had the 
misconception that the definition for an asymptote is ―a 
line that a graph comes close to but never touches.‖ This 

left her with no good explanation when 
she used her definition and was 
subsequently questioned as to how the 
examples could possibly cross a 
horizontal asymptote. At the same time, as 
a student, this teacher was one of the best 
math students we ever had.  
     Of course, those who know me even 
just a little know that I could not pass up 
this opportunity to get this teacher 
thinking about a related concept. So I 
emailed her the following response: ―Now 
that you are thinking about this sort of 
stuff, think about this. Can a function ever 
cross its ‗vertical‘ asymptote? I mean, if it 

can cross its horizontal ones, why can‘t it cross its 
vertical ones, right?‖ The next day, this teacher emailed 
me a short and correct response to my question (no, it 
can‘t), and sarcastically responded with ―I will 
anxiously be awaiting your counterexample, as I am 
sure one exists!‖  
     This email exchange allowed me to delve further into 
the concept of asymptotes and learn some new ways of 
understanding and explaining. First, we need to 
determine what we really mean when we say ―cross.‖ 
For example, if we define a piecewise-defined function 
to have a value at x at which the rest of the function has 
a vertical asymptote, are we really ―crossing‖ the 
asymptote? Does crossing imply some sort of 
continuity? (I assert that it should.) Next, if you define a 
vertical asymptote as ―a vertical line that contains an x-
value that cannot be used in the function,‖ then the 
piecewise-defined function does not have a vertical 
asymptote, since the whole thing is the function and it is 
defined for that x value. However, once you define a 
vertical asymptote from a Calculus perspective using 
limits, then having a piecewise-defined function doesn‘t 
matter, since the limit as x approaches a is independent 
of the value of the function at a.  
     I imagine that I could continue to discuss this matter 
for another few pages. However, I will leave it at that 
and hopefully motivate some of you to consider this 
concept further. My point is that listening to first-year 
teachers as they struggle with the content they are 
teaching can even teach us a lot about our subject 
matter. I can find asymptotes of functions, but I must 
say that my discussion with this former student gave me 
a much better understanding of the concept of 
asymptotes itself. I subsequently thanked this new 
teacher for helping me to be a better teacher by asking 
me the simply question that was on her mind. 


